
Our company is looking for a director, assurance. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for director, assurance

Ensure the Quality organization is a full partner in driving company / site
initiatives and improving business operations performance
Establish and drive Quality initiatives that advance improvement in both
delivery and cost, while aligned to Corporate Core Value Drivers and Business
Unit / OpCo level KPIs
Drive the development of Quality Assurance policies, procedures, standards
and strategies
Oversees all auditing activities to include internal, customer, and vendor
audits in accordance with the established audit schedule or equivalent and
applicable organizational processes
Manage and enable high-functioning operational quality assurance and
quality engineering teams which continuously contribute to the improvement
of company’s Quality Management System processes, including assuring
quality and customer standards and appropriate final product dispositions,
managing company’s validation activities, training, and feedback processes
Mature relationships with our contractors in area of responsibility
Resolve bottlenecks related to key changes and batch disposition
Own GMP materials relating to area of responsibility
Oversees calibration and testing of programs
Actively interface with customers to promote positive, constructive
relationships
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Superior organization, prioritization and planning skills with ability to manage
multiple projects simultaneously
Six Sigma Black/Green Belt certified or trained preferred, and knowledge of
lean manufacturing
Must be a self-starter, able to work autonomously, and motivate the team to
ensure timely achievement of objectives
Program Leadership
A minimum of a bachelor’s degree preferably in pharmaceutical sciences with
12+ years in a pharmaceutical/biotechnology industry with at least 10+ years
in Quality Assurance
Computer science or related field with 5+ years of relevant management
experience and at least 3+ years of experience as a people manager leading
teams


